
Joy Shop - "I Sit With My Magic Pen!"

I sit with My magic pen and direct the Universe to what I want!

I ask to identify My daily intentions from the Universe!

I ask for ever expanding abundance of what I want!

I ask that My feelings, imagination and thoughts go beyond where they
have gone before!

I now focus on higher energy that matches My broader perspective and
the clarity of the Universe!

I ask for and expect new and exciting paths to My desires today!

I have a ceaseless and uncompromising desire to stay focused on what I
want.

I ask to be led by the loving impulses of the feeling Universe to guide
Me today.

I thrill to this day and the accomplishments of Me, the Deliberate
Creator that I am!

I have the intent to have a happy, healthy, long and prosperous Life!

I desire to feel good and rendezvous with My Source!

I desire to have more money that I have any sensible use for!

I desire to channel purely and fully with My Inner Being and All That Is!
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I feel Your presence and presents with Me!

I desire to improve My health and feel and look younger and allow the
Well-Being of All That Is to fully flow to Me and through Me!

I desire to have deep meaningful, inspiring and uplifting relationships!

I desire to have the best sex and to have it often!

I desire to be in the THE ZONE easily and frequently...just like I am now!

I desire to expand My imagination and dreams of desires I want like
never before!

I desire to expand My happiness, freedom and growth!

I desire to know what I want and then to experience what I want!

I desire a thriving Life and Business that makes My heart sing!

I want to know what I want!

I am now being answered and My clarity is becoming clear and pure on
what I want!

I want to have fun, excitement, joy and experience that which makes
My bell ring!

I want to feel and sense My Source with Me today!

I want to have the most wonderful day!
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Today I have let go like never before and allow Spirit, My Broader
Perspective and Inner Being to guide Me to My desires :)

Guide Me today, guide My feelings, guide My thoughts, guide My
senses and guide My heart...I feel Your Presence :)

I am gentle, soft, kind and a Master at Manifesting that which I want!

I call upon My Cooperative Components and non-physical Compadres to
lead Me to My desires!

I look for where the inspiration leads Me!

Words cannot explain how My feeling happy each day is the greatest of
all!

I now offer My undivided attention and non-resistant thoughts to those
subjects that interest Me!

I am interested in feeling and looking younger every day!

I am interested in being happy!  I am interested in having a thriving Life!
I am interested in having good health.  I am interested in having a
thriving business!  I am interested in having deep and meaningful
relationships!  I am interested in being in a state of pure allowing My
desires to flow powerfully to Me!

I ask and now speak from Infinite Intelligence and allow the perfect
feelings, thoughts, words and deeds to flow to Me powerfully, easily
and eloquently today!

You are with Me!  I feel Your wind at My back!  I feel so sure, so
confident and so happy!
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I am going to see amazing and exciting things at play for Me today!

I love know that everything is back Me, supporting Me, loving Me and
taking Me to My dreams today!

I allow My feelings to guide Me and My emotions to show Me the path!

I ask for more clarity, understanding and enlightenment today!

Today I allow Source in like never before!

I have convinced Myself of the Creator that I am!

I PAUSE...and find My highest intention during the day!

I have struck it rich!  Things are going My way today!

I am a Master at manifesting that which I want!

I now invite My desires to Me!

I appreciate all that I am, All That Is and all that I become this day as I
align and allow My Source to bring Me My desires on a golden platter!

I am now a cooperative component to Me and My desires.

All That Is now walks before Me, clearing My path to My desires.

Today I let go like never before and allow the loving impulses of My
Source to guide Me and lead Me to ever better feelings, thoughts,
experiences and manifestations!  I love Us all and so appreciate Us!
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